
THE THEORIES FROM THE MOVIE OF

Does it count if the fan theory is by the director of the film? In a interview with The Project, Quentin Tarantino not only
confirmed that all of.

This one you've probably heard. Everyone's reaction when they hear it for the first time. Spoilers: it has
nothing to do with a Coen Brothers movie. And then is resurrected in the next 50 minutes, and then is like the
supercop of the world. Image via Paramount Pictures So naturally, people are assuming that not only did
Sandy actually drown, but the entire film is simply the final thoughts in her oxygen-starved brainâ€¦ ending
when she ascends into the heavens. Page 3 Formidable fan-fic Most fan-made theories can be aptly
categorised in one of the following ways - 'fever dream lunacy', 'honking stupidity', 'desperate self-projection',
'Wash might've survived' and, of course 'unexpected flips in sexual orientation'. No" and "Skyfall;" and why
he's played by a number of different people. But there are three characters that seem eerie alike not only in
appearance, but name. And Iago doesn't talk just because it's a Disney film; he talks because humans have
created technology to make it so their pets can communicate with owners. Why it's mind-blowing: Overnight
Peters body takes a drastic change for the adult, while he starts discovering white fluid all over his wrists. I
still want a Big Kahuna Burger. That's before we've even mentioned Jareth.. Still, A for effort. Supreme
Leader Snoke Is Secretly Jar Jar Binks In what has to be one of the most hilariously outdated Reddit threads in
the history of the internet â€” before his unceremonious death, there was a whole lot of fans theorizing that
Supreme Leader Snoke would later be revealed as prequel bane Jar Jar Binks. He does not exist. Is Secretly A
Jedi He levitates objects at will, psychically links with children, and is a shriveled and monk-like figure.
Image via Miramax While this would explain his desire for the case and the eerie glow that emanates within, it
turns out that the original script simply identified the treasure as diamonds. This particular fan theory merely
posits the idea that the wayward children dropping off his tour are indeed being killed and eaten off camera.
Peter Pan: Peter Pan is actually the angel of death Disney Theory: Peter Pan is actually an angel that holds
hands with kids as they pass on to the next life, aka Neverland. It would surely be better to have a code name
to use in real life interactions James Bond and another code name for official use over the phone or whatever 
Later on they drive the car that shoots out cream and there are only four seats. Why it's mind-blowing: The
dino is famed for being a genetic cocktail, with part chameleon, T-Rex, velociraptor, as well as cuttlefish and
treefrogs. You know, the cornfield where all the dead people go and come from. It's a good way to read the
stories thematically, but probably not literally. Why is he called John Mason though? For starters â€” instead
of making sand castles, Jason is seen creating tunnels on the beachâ€¦ not unlike the tunnels occupied by the
Tethered underground. Image via Miramax How exactly does an ultra-violent vampire flick play into the
Tarantinoverse? That is why he aims the car at himself. This list looks at 25 of the very best fan-made
theories, from the 'so mad it just might work' to the 'dude must've stolen a script'. If she does, the ship would
have to stop, thus preventing it from hitting the iceberg in the first place because the delay would lead to
warmer weather by the time they get to that doomed spot in the ocean. History[ edit ] French philosopher
Henri Bergson 's Matter and Memory has been cited as anticipating the development of film theory during the
birth of cinema. Was Harry just sitting under the Dursleys' stairs the whole time, cooking up the saga up in his
head?


